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Congratulations Norm - Citizen of the Year
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A long-term Edward River local who is dedicated to giving back, Norm has
made an extraordinary contribution to our community over many years. A
true community servant, Norm has been heavily involved in various

community groups and service clubs, from the voluntary secretary at the
Deniliquin Golf Club to a strong contributor at the Lions Club. He was very
involved in the development of the Four Post Youth Camp and even the
building of the amenities block at the Waring Gardens.
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The new year has started with a large number of wakes which
has seen excellent revenue for the club however we have had some slow
periods, overall an excellent result. The catering and Friday night meals have
been going well, with good numbers and great feedback and we are booking
functions into the future.
The drain from the 10th into the town drainage system has been competed,
with the road upgrades and car park improvements in progress. The resealing
is to take place shortly, all of this is a great improvement. The removal of all the
poles has improved the car park and the addition of white marker lines will be a
huge benefit. The nine new cart sheds are nearing completion.
A big thanks to all the volunteers who helped with the wake on Friday. The
Brennan family thanked us for our excellent service.
Norm

Remember we are all volunteers -To help the volunteers in the Pro
Shop please put your cart back into the shed on completion of your round in the
afternoon.
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Cart servicing will be finalised on Tuesday. If your cart requires servicing
please contact Nom ASAP

January Photo Competition
Congratulations to Jen Choice on taking this photo of a group of young
kookaburras. Please keep sending in the photos, we are receiving some great
pictures and the judging panel is enjoying the task of selecting the winning
entry. Jen receives range ball tokens which maybe collected from from the Pro
Shop.

COURSE MATTERS
Since my last report, we have had our battles out on the course. The unusually
high humidity we have experienced over the last seven weeks, has caused
some headaches particularly on the greens. Outbreaks of both Pythium and
Rhizoctaonia fungal diseases have had to be treated. Unfortunately the new
6th green was the most effected and has delayed our opening date. Greens
have received three fungacide applications over the last 6 weeks,
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and one fertiliser application. We have battled the usual dry areas that appear
every year (usually due to tree root invasion). Despite all this I think the greens

are presenting as well as they always have.
Tees have received a major deep scarifying to relieve some of the compaction
issues. We hope to aerate the tees (core) before the start of March if
possible. Tees in general are coping with traffic wear and tear.
There has been an improvement in the condition of our fairways, particularly
those that have been renovated. Again we hope to do more fairways before the
end of February.
A big thanks to David Simpson who has done a great job with the fence repairs
beside the 14th green.
Covid has caused some lost hours on course but again John Radeski has
saved us with plenty of hours on course.
Our water usage is way down compared to normal seasons with only 87 megs
used out of our 243 megs available. The consistent rain events have been
great for fairways but not great for our greens.
Currently we are working on installing some drainage to the apron of the
2nd green. I was hoping it wouldn’t be necessary, but the continual traffic
through the topdressed areas made it inevitable. A smaller area in front of the
8th green will also be addressed.
The new 6th green needs plenty of hours spent on it plugging out the bare
areas. Once this is done we would only be ten days away from allowing play on
it. I’m hoping the plugging will be completed by the start of February.
We need to get the old nursery resown as soon as possible, the small one
behind the 14th green is being hammered by bird damage and
the Corellas continue to cause havoc around holes 14, 16 and 17.
Ben is signing up for his apprenticeship training as we speak, Cody is doing
great, and Will is proving to be the asset we have always needed, so much so
I’m planning to use some holiday leave soon.
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Terry

Captain's Reports
The 2022 golf season is off and running, we have already had two holes in one,
congratulations to Matt Thomas and Terry Howe. Both players holed out on the
ninth hole.
Congratulations to Simon Tilders who won the first monthly medal of the year.
The first of our classics was played on the weekend,The Life Members Summer
Classic which was generously sponsored by the life members. Congratulations
to the winners Terry Howe, Andrew Johnstone, Vicki Brunker and Prue Lloyd. It
was good to see that the life members team finished second in the event.
The mixed inter-club 4 Ball challenge starts on the 13th of February and we are
still looking for a few more players. If you are able to play on a Sunday please
put your name on the list in the Pro Shop.
The Autumn Classic will be held on the 12th and 13th of March. Followed by
the club championships on the 2nd, 3rd and 9th of April, good luck to
everyone when contesting these events.
Good golfing
John Radeski
Captain.

The summer months are a little more subdued for ladies golf but we have still
had good numbers playing the 9 hole competition on Tuesdays and the 9 hole
and 18 hole competition on Thursdays.
Two Saturday monthly medals have been decided with Kym Sandford winning
the December medal with a net 67 and Lyn Bond taking out the January medal
with net 69. Congratulations to both ladies for these excellent results.
Our 12 hole summer knockout is well underway with ladies to be commended
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for completing their matches well on schedule.

A reminder to all ladies that a roster for cleaning of the ladies locker room and
toilets has been completed and can be viewed on calendar in locker room.
Each lady is rostered to clean only once during the year and their contribution is
much appreciated.
The third year of our 4BBB Challenge Cup is scheduled to commence on 14th
February with matches to be played in Deni on 28th February and 28th March.
Good luck to all participating ladies.
We are looking for volunteer/volunteers to take over the maintenance of the
garden area on the right hand side as you walk up to proshop. Margie and John
Radeski are to be thanked for their contribution in caring for this garden over
the past number of years.
Any help would be much appreciated. Please let me know.
May we all continue to enjoy our golf.
Ann Bull
Ladies Captain
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